Terms and Conditions - « VM Small Special 20th anniversary»
The Offer is open to single new clients and is limited to the first 1000 new clients or until 31
December 2018 should 1000 new clients not have signed up to this offer between now and
31 December 2018.
This offer is non-binding. €1 excluding tax (i.e. €1.20 tax included) per month instead of €9.99
excluding tax (i.e. €11.98 tax included) per month for 12 months following subscription then,
should the service not be renewed, the customer will be invoiced in accordance with their
actual usage and under the applicable financial conditions which can be found on the
http://www.ikoula.com/en site.
This offer is based and solely redeemable on the VM SMALL (1 vCPU / 1.7 Go RAM / 50 Go
SSD / Unlimited Traffic / OS: Linux) deployed in Europe Zone. More precisely, by subscribing
to this promotional offer the new customer will benefit from 744 VM SMALL hours (for 31day months) or 720 VM SMALL hours (for the 30-day months) for the price of EUR 1 excluding
tax per month instead of EUR 9.99 excluding tax. The new customer may also register several
VM SMALL units (up to a limit of 5 VM SMALLs) and only use the entire collection for 744
hours (for the 31-day months) or 720 hours (for the 30-day months) during 1 month and only
be invoiced EUR 1 excluding tax for all of them. For example, 100 hours for one VM SMALL
and 644 hours for another VM SMALL (in a 31-day month). Should the customer use VMs
other than the VM SMALL or more than 5 VM SMALLs, or exceed 744 hours (for 31-day
months) or 720 hours (for 30-day months) for all of the VM SMALLs registered and which the
customer is using within the scope of the current promotion, the extra hours used from the
745th hour (inclusive, for the 31-day months) or the 721st hour (inclusive, for the 30-day
months) will be invoiced at the normal rate which can be viewed here:
https://www.ikoula.com/en/cloud-public. In the case that the customer uses his/her VM
SMALLs registered as part of the current offer for a period less than or equal to 744 hours
per month (for 31-day months) or 720 hours per month (for 30-day months), the customer will
be invoiced for €1 excluding tax.
A 20-year Special VM SMALL offer for new customers. This offer cannot be combined with
other offers. The reduction does not include tax. IKOULA is entitled to modify its offers or
end them at any time. For more information on the contractual conditions applicable to the
20-year Special VM SMALL please refer to the IKOULA’s general conditions which you can
view here.
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